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Start your postgraduate online medical education journey with a world-leading university
Our state of the art online medical courses and education qualifications are developed with world-leading universities and postgraduate training bodies to give you the accredited qualification you need, and the specialist skills you require, to enhance your career and provide exceptional care to your patients.
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State-of-the-art programmes developed with world-leading medical universities and training bodies


Explore featured online programmes
New Programme
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MSc Neuroscience and Psychology of Mental Health

University of Warwick


MSc Neuroscience and Psychology of Mental Health


View Programme


Applications open for May
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Master of Science / Postgraduate Diploma in Diabetes Care

University of Warwick


Master of Science / Postgraduate Diploma


View Programme


Applications open for May
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Master of Public Health 

University of Warwick


MPH


View Programme


Applications open for May
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Master of Science in Nursing: Mental Health Care

London South Bank University


Master of Science


View Programme


Applications open for May
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Master of Science in Clinical Research

University of Warwick


Master of Science in Clinical Research


View Programme


Applications open for May
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MSc in Healthcare Leadership

University of Warwick


Masters


View Programme


Applications open for May
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Master of Science in Medical Education for Healthcare Professionals

University of Warwick


Master of Science / Postgraduate Diploma / Postgraduate Certificate


View Programme


Applications open for May
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Postgraduate Certificate in Medical Education for Healthcare Professionals

University of Warwick


Postgraduate Certificate


View Programme


Applications open for May
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Professional Diploma in Dermatology

The Royal College of Physicians of Ireland


Professional Diploma


View Programme



View all programmes 
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World-class Medical Coures Online
At iheed we believe in a next generation approach of medical courses online by bringing you both rich engaging and highly interactive programme content, combined with personal access to world leading medical faculty. Our medical courses online content is designed specifically to be delivered in an online environment and is carefully crafted to ensure an excellent learning experience that actively engages adult learners. Our aim is to ensure your success by "making it interesting". The programme management team provide superb mentorship and pastoral care to ensure high engagement and pass rates. Visit our find your programme page to see our great range of courses.



Why study on an iheed programme?

High-quality, cost-effective online courses
World leading university brands at a price you can afford with early payment discounts and flexible monthly payments.


World-leading healthcare faculty
Renowned lecturers from global top 100 universities and exceptional clinical leads are hand picked to tutor on the iheed programmes.


Easy-to-use online student portal
The online learning environment is accessible anytime, anywhere on any device designed with the busy clinician in mind.


A truly global experience
Course content is developed by global subject matter experts. Programme Participants from across the globe (80+ nationalities) study together, learning from each other's experiences and forming a global network of like-minded clinicians.


A world-class online learning experience
The iheed programmes give the learner a truly transformative user experience. The content is rich, compelling, engaging and innovative. It includes interactive video, 2D & 3D animations, medical imagery and instructional competency-focused pedagogy.


Enhance your CV, boost your career
Our graduates experience enhanced global mobility and promotional opportunities. They secure coveted senior roles and often chose to move from frontline healthcare or enhance their clinical skills and reputation.



  We are trusted worldwide by 1000’s of students across the globe
+Satisfied Students

Countries

+Faculty

%Completion Rate
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What our Alumni say
We work with some of the biggest organizations in Ireland. We’ve helped multinationals and global brands. And we've also helped thousands of individuals.




I work in the Emergency department, where we see patients irrespective of age and disease entity. Although, I was not new in handling children but I realised Paediatric unit was one I feared and avoided the most. I decided to take the diploma course to help myself. After the first exam, I got my courage back. There were many good resources being shared. The trainers were very good and patient. Roll calls after each class encouraged me to attend, as well as assignments and contribution to cases.
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Osunsanya Dunni 




A very wonderful experience working with this organisation. I have completed a professional diploma course and am currently doing a Master's program. I love the flexibility and understanding of the team. They are very supportive. The modules are done on a very user-friendly platform with animations and case scenarios that are well thought out and planned. I highly recommend using this organisation for your education.
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Charles Nwobu 




The MSc course on Health professionals education at Warwick university, delivered by iheed is a great program for educators. Great because of the flexibility in attending the tutorials from the comfort of your home plus guidance from dedicated and experienced tutors. I have enjoyed the course and look forward to graduating in the summer of 2023.
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Khadija Hafidh 




It was a great experience to have an online diploma in Paediatrics. Very flexible and great tutors with years of experience. Avenue to connect with colleagues who have similar experiences and learning from each other. It was worth the while
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Simon Mbaekwe 




If you are like me, seeking an excellent and approved online Master's program in Public Health that prioritizes not only high-quality education but also personal growth and a drive to make a real difference, then iHeed, in partnership with the University of Warwick, is definitely your destination. iHeed isn't just an institution; it's a supportive learning community that feels like family.
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Mohamed Amine HAIRECHE (Clinical Research) 
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Ready to find out more?
Learn more about why iheed and its world-leading partner qualifications are the best online training options for your career.

Find your programme
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